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Linear Control System Analysis and Design: Fifth Edition, Revised and ExpandedCRC Press, 2003
This book succeeds in giving an intensive overview of modern control theory and conventional control system design of both analog and sampled-data single-input single-output feedback control systems.  
—Nicholas Karampetakis, Zentralblatt MATH    

       Thoroughly class-tested and proven to be a valuable self-study...
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Greed, Lust and Gender: A History of Economic IdeasOxford University Press, 2010

	When does the pursuit of self-interest go too far, lapsing into morally unacceptable behaviour? Until the unprecedented events of the recent global financial crisis economists often seemed unconcerned with this question, even suggesting that "greed is good." A closer look, however, suggests that greed and lust are generally...
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The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G RevolutionWharton School Publishing, 2009

	“The New World of Wireless is an impressive, thoughtful journey that helps business leaders see over the horizon to our unwired future, where we belong.”


	–John Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President, Sybase, Inc.


	 
...
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Data and Computer Communications (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	This book attempts to provide a unified overview of the broad field of data and computer communications.
	The organization of the book reflects an attempt to break this massive subject
	into comprehensible parts and to build, piece by piece, a survey of the state of the art.The book
	emphasizes basic...
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The HDR Book: Unlocking the Pros' Hottest Post-Processing TechniquesPeachpit Press, 2011

	When it comes to HDR, only three key ingredients are needed: hardware, software, and post-processing technique. Hardware is simple—there are only a few things you need to set up and shoot an HDR series. Software is vastly improved, making it easier for anyone to create an HDR image. The hard part is the post-processing technique. There...
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Leap Motion Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of Leap Motion to develop and deploy a fully interactive application


	Overview

	
		Comprehensive and thorough coverage of many SDK features
	
		Intelligent usage of gesture interfaces
	
		In-depth, functional examples of API usage explained in detail


...
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The Handbook of Task Analysis for Human-Computer InteractionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The most widely cited reference on task analysis has been Task-Analysis for Human-
Computer Interaction, edited by Dan Diaper, who must take the main blame for this new
Handbook of Task Analysis for Human-Computer Interaction, as his motive was in part to
stem the trickle of requests from around the world for chapters from the...
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SAP® NetWeaver Portal Technology: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Your Hands-on Guide to SAP NetWeaver Portal Technology
Master SAP NetWeaver Portal with the most comprehensive, step-by-step reference available on the entire portal implementation life cycle. Written by SAP architect Rabi Jay, this book provides everything you need to plan, design, install, configure, and administer SAP...
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Mixed Martial Arts Unleashed: Mastering the Most Effective Moves for VictoryMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The purpose of this book is to teach the sport of mixed martial arts (MMA), which involves boxing, kicking, striking, wrestling, and grappling, to fi ghters, both amateur and professional, and fans who want to get more out of the sport. People who want to add mixed martial arts to their training in a more specifi c art such as karate, aikido,...
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Joomla! with FlashPackt Publishing, 2009
You can build any kind of web site using Joomla! The look and feel of Joomla! web sites can largely be customized using the many templates, components, modules and plug-ins available. With all these features, ease of administration, and options for customization, sometimes you may think of integrating other technologies such as Flash with it. This...
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Nanotechnologies for Future Mobile DevicesCambridge University Press, 2010

	Explore the potential for nanotechnologies to transform future mobile and Internet communications. Based on a research collaboration between Nokia, Helsinki University of Technology, and the University of Cambridge, here leading researchers review the current state-of-the art and future prospects for:


	• Novel multifunctional...
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C++ for EveryoneJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is an introduction to C++ and computer programming that focuses on the
	essentials—and on effective learning. The book is designed to serve a wide range of
	student interests and abilities and is suitable for a first course in programming for
	computer scientists, engineers, and students in other disciplines. No prior...
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